


THE!LIVING!ROOM!
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$ON!THE!RIGHT%&!
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This jewel box home in the heart of Winter Park had to please  

more than just 2018 Parade of Homes visitors. It was designed  

to be the personal residence of the builder and designer duo  

Zane and Emily Williams, of Z Properties, who were a li!le  

more daring with this year’s entry. 
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“I!KIND!OF!THREW!CAUTION!TO!THE!WIND!WITH!COLOR!AND!FIN"
ISHES!AND!REALLY!KIND!OF!PERSONALIZED!IT#”!Emily explains. “I certainly 
go a li!le crazier, I think. It seems the crazier we build it, the be!er the reaction.”

A perfect example of this is in the kitchen with its gold cabinetry and accents con-
trasted by black Compac countertops. “Part of what challenges us each year doing Parade 
of Homes is the idea that it does need to be di"erent. It’s fun because it pushes me out of 
my comfort zone,” says Emily, who originally wanted to do a modern, sleek all-white 
kitchen. 

Above: The gold cabinetry, Ro Sham Beaux 
lighting and Kallista plumbing make a 
statement in this glamorous kitchen con-
trasted by black Compac countertops.

Opposite: The inspiration for the sunroom 
was the Clarence House fabric on the 
Moss Studio chair.
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Bold choices continue in the colorful liv-
ing room and sunroom. “The jumping o" 
point for those two rooms was the living 
room rug. I always #nd one piece that blows 
me away and then I kind of build around it,” 
she says.  While she could have gone with a 
more traditional approach by pulling navy 
and cream colors from the rug, she decided 
to go with the green and purple. 

The verdant hue also makes a splash in 
the sunroom, which was inspired by the 
fabric on the chairs. “I wanted the rooms 
to relate somewhat so I carried the green 
through. I liked the idea of green in that 
room because of the windows and having 
the outdoors come inside. You’re looking 
at all that beautiful green, so I wanted to 
spread it out through that room. It’s cheer-
ful,” she adds.

Emily kept the dining area more sub-
dued to balance the colorful living areas 
and foyer, which features a hot pink wall-
paper. “I really love a true foyer and in the 
two houses we’ve built we haven’t had one 
and I missed that,” she says. The foyer 
leads the eye to the backyard space with 
an intimate pool and cabana. 

O" the foyer is their 8-year-old son’s 
room, which features pops of orange and 
green (his selections) as well as some of 
his personal artwork on the walls. “He 
likes to get involved in picking those 
things. He wanted the orange headboard 
and zebra rug at the end of his bed. It’s 
very funny to hear his input and it’s usu-
ally pre!y good,” Emily says. 

Top, le": Furnished with Handley Drive lamps, 
an AVE Home console and Moss Studio chairs, 
and featuring floor-to-ceiling hot pink wallpa-
per, the foyer creates a dramatic entrance.

Bo!om, le": The poolside cabana was kept 
simple and bright with outdoor furniture and 
lighting by Ro Sham Beaux and a tile accent 
wall from Trinity Tile. 
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Top, right: Colorful awnings and a custom hot 
pink gate punctuate the front exterior of the 
home.

Bo!om, right: Furnished by Society Social, the 
guest house also features Clarence House 
wallpaper, Schumacher pillow fabric and trim, 
and an ornate mirror by Mirror Image Home. 

The biggest departure is the master bed-
room and bathroom, which are bathed in 
pinks and grays with gold accents. Emily 
was inspired by the pink marble she 
selected for the bathroom and wanted to 
create a hotel suite e"ect. At Zane’s request, 
she added some masculine touches. “I love 
the way that the bedroom turned out. 
Again, a big departure for me, because 
gray and a muted pink are not really in 
my wheelhouse,” she adds. 

The master overlooks a small courtyard 
that separates the detached garage and 
guesthouse from the main house. As she 
has done in previous Parade homes, Emily 
partnered with Roxy Te, of Society Social, 
to create a chic, Florida-style guest house 
that is highlighted by Society Social fur-
nishings, Clarence House wallpaper and 
pink gingham fabric, among other accents.

Colorful awnings and a custom hot 
pink gate punctuate the front exterior of 
the home, which tie in perfectly with the 
striking pink front door and foyer beyond. 
“The awnings inspired the front door col-
or and gate color, which is called Drop 
Dead Gorgeous. It was between orange and 
hot pink and Zane surprisingly voted for 
the pink,” Emily explains.

Although its situated on a small lot just 
feet away from neighboring homes, the 
home’s design a"ords privacy and seclu-
sion. “It’s really amazing to go into your 
house and really have no sense of what’s 
going on outside of it. It’s just really peace-
ful,” Emily says.
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Above: The luxurious master suite retreat is 
highlighted by an Arteriors chandelier, 
Moss Studio bed, chair and o'oman, and 
lamps by Barbara Cosgrove. 

Le": The pink marble from Trinity Tile in the 
master bathroom inspired the design of 
both the master bedroom and bathroom, 
which also includes Kallista plumbing and 
Circa lighting. 

Opposite, clockwise from top le": The court-
yard was kept clean and white to balance 
the other bold rooms through the home and 
features Ro Sham Beaux furnishings. 

The dining room, with chairs by Taylor Burke 
Home, was kept more subdued to balance 
the bold living areas and foyer. 

Custom entry gates were created in the 
color called Drop Dead Gorgeous. 

Orange reigns supreme in their son’s room, 
with a Jonathan Adler console and Moss 
Studio bed, balanced by crisp, white bedding 
from Peacock Alley. 
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